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Zero Zone Introduces the
Liquid-Cooled Condensing Unit Electronic Technology Package
NORTH PRAIRIE, WI—July 8, 2019—Zero Zone is pleased to unveil a new environmentally friendly cooling unit, the Zero
Zone LCCU ETP (Liquid-Cooled Condensing Unit Electronic Technology Package).
Working as a seamless bundled package with Zero Zone Hybrid™ display cases and a pump skid, the new LCCU ETP is a
smart and clean choice. With up to 96% refrigerant leak reduction, 25% energy savings, and as much as two additional days
of fresh food life, the LCCU ETP is the efficient solution. It operates at the warmest evaporator temperature while maintaining
optimal product temperature, which minimizes energy consumption. While other cooling units may use R-404A with a global
warming potential of 3,922, the LCCU ETP uses R-448A, which has a lower global warming potential of just 1,273.
Besides its efficiency, it is also easy to install. The pre-charged refrigerant lines between the condensing unit and display case
are connected using quick-connect couplings. It uses a glycol/H2O loop to cool the refrigerant.
The LCCU ETP also contains advanced monitoring that runs preventive diagnostics. Retailers with the LCCU ETP will receive
real-time performance overviews of their cooling system to maximize efficiency and minimize environmental impact.
Additionally, this cooling system is equipped with noise reducing insulation. Using rotary compressors instead of louder piston
compressors, the LCCU ETP is quieter than the noise level in a typical store, improving the shoppers’ experience.
Zero Zone designs innovative products that provide environmentally friendly solutions. Known as ‘the responsive company™’,
Zero Zone is just a phone call away to help answer any questions about the LCCU ETP or other products.
“Any time we reach out to Zero Zone, they’re Johnny-on-the-spot. They are there to answer any questions and help us out of
any pickle we get into. Zero Zone keeps us up and running and helps us keep our shoppers happy,” said a refrigeration
manager for a southwest retailer.
For more information about Zero Zone, the LCCU ETP, Hybrid™ display cases, or pump skids, visit www.zero-zone.com.
About Zero Zone
Established in 1961, Zero Zone has display case plants in North Prairie and Waukesha, WI and refrigeration systems plants in
Ramsey, MN. Zero Zone is a leading manufacturer of refrigerated glass door display cases, open multi-decks, and commercial
refrigeration systems for supermarkets, drug, dollar, and convenience stores, and manufactures industrial refrigeration
systems for cold storage, food processing, and ice arenas.

